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INTRODUCTION

In this report I have attempted to sort through the workings of a

Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR). The motivation is to define those things which are

based on physics and sorting out those which are engineering, which may have come to

be consideed basic to the SAR for whatever reason. The reason for this attempt was

my ineptitude, in a discussion with an engineer who is new to the program to explain

the motivation for such a program. The subject related to optical back-projection

processing, which may find use in the processing of polar formatted SAR data.

However, our discussions centered more on polar formatting and its whys than on

optical back-projection and its attributes. This should be the real thrust of any

optical back-projection program at this point. Application can come later!

I have felt for some time that descriptions of SAR have suffered from the same

syndrome, i.e., topics which are really engineering conveniences have come to be

treated as basics, and as such may impede attempts at alternates because of fear of

the impact they may have on the SAR. The approach here is to define the SAP in terms

of its most basic physical requirements and then explore the attributes of various

existing implementations of these basics. Perhaps at some time in the future a

reader of this report may ask, "That being the case, and if I don't violate the basic

concept, what if...?" There is much that can still be done.

In the first sections of the report the basic physical principles of SAR are

detailed. The radar is nothing more than an interferometer, with multiwave length
capability, which can be used to measure the optical path lengths (optical path

differences) to scatter points in the radar's field of view. Data on the target

field is collected from various aspects. The composite of optical path data may then

be considered as a whole and we have shown that is is ideally processed with a

matched-filter. The physical attributes of the ideally matched-filter provide the

basic limit of the radar's performance. The remaining sections of the report roughlyS
follow the historical developments of SAR, and as we shall see, are based on

engineering approaches taken to implement the desired matched-filter, and are not

basic radar principles. One section relates the synthetic array to its real array

analoq.

.
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The data of the earliest SARs were processed, using optical techniques after the

data were literally arrayed in a range-azimuth format. A reader may more typically

see this referred to as a range-doppler format. I avoid this designation as a

Doppler shift is not a basic requirement of SAR. The characteristics of an optical

processing implementation and its digital counterpart are detailed, and

formatting-based physical limitations are described in a section entitled Processin(j

Considerations. The drive for improved resolution lead to the intermixed

-" (range-azimuth) matched-filter approach exemplified by polar formatting. A limiting

form of the data formatted in this fashion is spatial frequency monotones which can

be processed using Fourier-transform-like operations. Subsequent sections of the

report center around techniques for the digital implementations of these

Fourier-transform-like processes. The discrete Fourier-transform and the efficient

FFT implementation are explained. Data interpolations necessary to allow use of *hp
% A- FFT algorithm are outlined. A final section deals with the general characteristics

of back-projection processing. Its characteristics are illustrated by tying it hack

to the basic discrete Fourier-transform form.

The appendix illustrates digital processes which may be used to break the

discrete Fourier-transform operation into smaller steps. Keep in mind that all the

processing discussions pertain to various approaches to efficiently implement a

matched filter and are not basic to SAR. However, the attributes of any one

implementation may impact the performance of the radar implemented in this manner.

Throughout the report, an attempt is made to estimate the digital computational

complexity of the various matched-filter implementations.

To keep maximum emphasis of the basics, we have assumed a linear system so that

the analysis can proceed by considerino only a single-point tarQet. We noted a need

' -~for the collection platform reference system and motion compensation, and they are

ideal. Inphase and quadrative channels are needed to sort out ambiguous signals, as

well as accommodate arbitrary scatter phases. We explored the characteristics of

only one channel (both channels contain data with the same form). Finally, we

ignored all the overhead functions which have to occur between the collectien o thr

raw data and its appearance as a sample to a matched-filter emulator.

AA
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MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETRY

In this section, I will describe the hardware aspects of a Synthetic-Aperture
.Radar which I feel is its most basic physical form. All other descriptions can be

derived from this basic form. This form is the radar which functions as an

interferometer with multiple frequency capability. The radar collects data in the

form of a differential phase between a received signal and a locally established and

•~* . controlled reference. We will return to the reference form below. We will borrow

from optical interferometry and refer to this differential phase as the optical-path

difference since it involves line-of-sight distances to the target's positions.

If we assume that the radar operates in a linear region, we can view the received

sional as the composite of returns from many scatter points in the radar's field of

view. Thus, our interferometer will be simultaneously collectinq the optical-path

difference data for a large number of scatter positions. With this interferometor we

can systematically collect the optical-path difference data for a band of frequencies

and from different viewing aspects. The totality of data will contain optical-path

data on each scatter point, but the history or variation in the optical-path differ-

ence with frequency and aspect will be unique for each target position. This

uniqueness of optical-path difference history with frequency and aspect angle allows

a single history to be sorted out from the jumble of signals available, i.e.,

detected. The precision of this sorting out process is limited by the bandwidth

transmitted and the change in viewing aspect. Following sections of this report are

devoted to various implementations which can be used in this sorting out process,

starting with the ideal and its limits. The limits of the ideal processing scheme
establish the basic limits of the physical process employed.

Before going on to the processing, go back to our basic radar and observe that we

require not only coherency between the signal and reference at the time of any

measurement, but an absolute coherence for the duration of the total observation. If

the basic frequency of the radar is uncertain, an uncertainty in the optical-path

difference histories and the sorting out capability may be negated, or at best be in

error or ambiguous. This absolute coherency is established by tying the transmitter
to the local oscillator, and the phasings of any modulations on each, to a local

'absolutely" coherent source.

. ,...
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The reference for the interferometer is the radar's local oscillator, in our

case, and its phase can be controlled to provide data with a structure consistent.

with a chosen processing scheme. We will return to some of these processinq forr s

below. For now we can assume the local oscillator is locked to the coherent snurco-

with the consequence that the interferometer is measuring the total phase in the

two-way path between the measurement position and the various scatter points. With

,% the interferometer measuring the two-way optical path, it becomes necessary to have

an instantaneous knowledne of the measurement position as the various frequency and

angle measurements are made. If this is not the case, deviations in measurement

position data (absolute path-length change) would be superimposed on the desired

data, and separation may be impossible. The ideal of no relative-range change may be

measurements at constant range and depression angle while viewing at various aspe(ts,

i.e., a constant altitude on a conical surface with its apex in the target area. The

turntable SAR emulator is such an implementation. In practice, it is rather

impractical to move on such a conical surface. Thus, we provided an inertial

reference system as part of the radar's hardware implementation. This reference

system is used to provide an instantaneous knowledge of the measurement platforms

position. Inertially derived position data may then be used to alter the measured

data so that it appears to have been measured at some other position, i.e., constnt

ranges on a conical surface with its apex in target space. It should be obvious 'hat

this modification (addition or subtraction of phase to the measured optical-path

difference) also reouires a coherent system.

The hardware described above is the totality of those necessary to implempnt a

Synthetic-Aperture Radar. A coherent standard is required as is a position-sensinn

system if an absolute measurement position cannot be assured. The standard is

ideally coherent over a time lonq, relative to the total measurement time. The

position-sensing apparatus accuracy must be some small fraction of the operating

wavelength.

There is no requirement for Doppler, nor is there any restriction on the

modulation format. The Doppler description probably arose because of the aircraft

motion and its convenience in specification of a PRF. The PRF is a samplin

requirement reflecting the rate of change of the optical pathn with angle, which ir

directly relatable to aircraft velocity if this velocity is the source of th, ,'u

changie. The svnthetic-aperturp data may be collected from a sta itnarv p1,f .....

0

;T. .,,. , .- ' .' , . .- ' ' .'.. . ' ", . .I. .:-. - .V. • . . . .... ,.. ., . . ., . . . . . . . -
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which moves in any manner between measurements. The waveform is immaterial -n long

as its frequency components can be referenced to the same frequency components of the

local oscillator. To eliminate ambiguities, there is a requirement on samplinQ

density in both anqle and frequency.

%
'.
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MATCHED FILTERING

Synthetic-Aperture Radar is based on matched-filtering concepts but for a

different reason than those used to formulate the matched-filtering.

.. The optimization of signal-to-noise ratio occurs in SAR as in any use of matched-

filtering, but its application in SAR is tied more to the properties of the signal

produced by the filter. Any signal-to-noise enhancement is, at best, related to an

individual resolution element. The signal-to-noise ratio may be used to estimate the

*' performance of a radar against a target of reference cross section and as such can he

used to estimate the required transmitter power. However, these S/N considerations

* are secondary and a matched-filter would probably be used to process SAR data even in

v the absence of noise. The rationale for these statements will be illustrated in

the remaining paragraphs of this section. We can begin by looking at the properties

of a matched-filter and its performance when working with the optical-path differerre

*data generated by our coherent microwave interferometer.

The matched-filter concept was originally formulated to provide a linear filter

for the maximization of the detected signal-to-noise ratio when a signal is buried in

noise, the noise being characterized as samples from a wide-sense stationary random

process El. The knowledge that a signal does exist removes the constraint of

preserving the signal form. Under the assumption of white noise (a flat power-

density spectrum), an optimum filter has an impulse response form

h(-:) =  I S(tI - T), 0 T T
I *1

where S(t) is the input signal and T is its extent. A filter with this

characteristic is labelled a "matched-filter." It is obvious that the structure of

S(t) has to be known to define the filter. The signal produced by such a filter is

represented by the convolution integral

[ ' So(t) : h(T) S (t-T)dT

S t r S - t T )dTt

1 6
................ ~* *~~A!
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where a time delay td has been included, i.e., a Dropaeatior fdlh Iela,, in ,

a radar or communications system.

'he prnperties of a matched-filter can be illu',trated h,,

d i.e., we seek some knowliedqe on the signal in the t Us Qo wh' v. Pic) f

a sgnal. We should recognize that, in principle, we require a se-,arate -'cr nr

- S each time slot of interest. This requirement is what drives us to lock fnt, a

coimunications riqnal and provide huge amounts of processinq frr rafr -,irrlp

ompe%,ion. With t = td and the substitution t' t-t, we find ' 4 tair-< 1- p

.. . 4 # ) s,'t- - ) .!

The above is the autocorrelation function for the signal referenced to the p,, ted

0 delay. At t' - t the indicated integration provides an nutput" nr~p-,r+nr

'he energy in the sinal (volts squared times time or current squarr timno -

Had we been in error in estimating ti, the correlation time would shi ft in t'rlr v .

Pstimation error. We also know the autocorrelation function of the ,irnal s re ate,

to its power spectral density by the Fourier-transform relationship ?

(vl

The variable may be hertz or irverse distance. Drawino noon t ,rnstorn 'p,* o

and considerino a fairly uniform power density _pect.rum, note that R( and, or r

t.' will display significant values only durino a time interval of exten 1/B

-- .centered on t' =  C, i.e., about t =  td . This time/space intfrvwl willi contair t

,f the enerqy contained in the original signal. The amount of ,nprcy rwvyainlr itn

near-hv fime'space positions are side lobe levels and of rrnrern when wide dvna-ic

ranoes qa( ditated. Hnwever, these sidelobps are not h&<' to an mrdc lendios f

iR and for purposes of illustration we car) assume that our fI' Pr conpre -, ('.k 77

incider. -'onal energy into a time/space interval of extent l 'P, where IB is ,,

bandwidth of the incident siqnal.

0 (7r ridprinq ar irput Oinnal of fairly uniform powr we ii'ly oi-f-ri tfK ..

(I r ! rr•r r , ,

"0 ' ' " . ''- . . .''-"- ,4, 4.; .. ,, -. - .'.% . "." . '"",".. .. _ '- . . €,. . "."- . . -
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N1i= NB

We require a minimum bandwidth of B to pass the input signal. In the correlation

time window the output signal-to-noise ratio becomes

S(/B) B (6)

The noise power is uncorrelated and remains uniformly spread over the interval T

- whereas the signal energy is compressed into a single time window of extent (l/R).

This gain in signal-to-noise ratio in this time slot comes at the expense of the

- signal-to-noise ratio at all other times in the original signal extent T. While thi-

is of no consequence for detection, it is unacceptable if the original signal

... sructure has to be preserved. For the purposes of SAR we only need to note that a

properly designed matched-filter compresses a signal of extent T into one of extent

I/B , i.e., a compression equal to the time/space-bandwidth product of the signal.

-. The time-bandwidth product of a monochromatic pulse of length T approximates I and no

compression is possible.

* Let us now adapt the above to this microwave interferometer we call a SAR. We

can invoke our linear system arguments and consider the sional generated by a sinolp

frequency at a single aspect. This signal is, in general, complex and may be

represented with the phasor form

S = A e i ( - o0 (7)

where is the optical path length including array scattering phase and

is the reference phase. To avoid tracking in-phase and quadrative channels let

us assume a scattering phase of zero and work with only the in-phase channel. We

note, however, that in any implementation we will require both in-phase and

quadrative channels with identical forms. The matched-filter for a signal with the,

%8
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form of (7) is approximated by the complex conjugate of the signal. Our pro rs~i~c
4s the detection of a signal from a particular point in radar space, with the si

buried in a composite of signals of the same complex form. We merely weiaht thr

composite of each measurement with the complex conjugate of (7), record the value,

and then sum the results achieved when the same weighting is applied to all

measurements. Each scatter point will have its unique matched filter.

To illustrate the azimuth resolution of a SAR we can consider we are gathprinq

data on the returns from a point P, as a single frequency measurement system ta~ps

various positions along a straight line such as shown in Figure 1. In the case of an

. actual radar we will motion compensate the data to make it appear as though it had

been collected while the aircraft was flying along a straight line. Our

Snterferometer is measuring the optical path v with the signal of interest

Iapproximating

S = Ae 
2 kr = Ae i

2 r

c

here ( (R + x 2 ) 
, w is the radar radian frequency 27v and c is thn

velocity of light in medium of interest. The spatial frequency of this signal at arY

position along the collection aperture is

V TV- 2~ 2X 7s 2r v c (X2  R2)1/2

2 sin 0 radians/meter
c

For small a we see that the spatial frequencies are a fairly uniform function of

, i.e., have a fairly uniform power density spectrum. In an interval Ae as shown 'n

Figure 1, we will observe spatial frequencies in the range

-2) sin radians < 2V n radians'
c m s - - m

ith a matched filter we can then anticipate an isolation of the sional eu we t

position uncertainty (azimuth resolution)

----------
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Collection Path

r
R

P
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Figure 1. Elemental Synthetic-Aperture Data Collection
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'.

Ax= _ c meters 1
x B 4v sin eH

.,

If we now consider c : vx the above becomes

- ,(X/2) 0.5X
6a 2 sin H  2T(N.A. meters 1

dand about what we would expect for a lens operating At a wavelength with a numerica1

aperture of sin eH [31. The differences between (12) and the expressions of optics

are the factor 2 because we are dealing with a two-way path, and a multiplier which

reflects half-power points of the correlation function and not the zouare response we

have assumed here. More familiar in the radar arena is the small-anqle approximation

of (12)

6 a 2 - A 2 meters 1I

Both of the above forms should be quite familiar, but here they have been develnped

,- assuming nothing more than a monochromatic interferometer, a particular data

- collection format, and matched filter processing. The interferometer and the ra-rhpd
iter comprise the only physics of Synthetic-Aperture Radar. The major efforts nn

SAR deal with engineering aspects, such as those related to processing which will h,

outlined in the following sections. All we have to do is engineer these simple

-i physical principles.

lust as we may process the data in the azimuth direction with a matched filtPr wo

may consider our interfernmeter to have a multifrequency bandwidth RT and ratchpd

filter the opt ical-path difference returns at the time delay or range of interest.

These returns may be compressed to a pulse of length

....
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%

i ~ ~~At :B 1

corresponding to a range resolution

_ =r AT cT meters (15)

rn practice, we will have compressed the transmitted pulse T into a signal of extent

A t, or achieved a compression of

C - T T (16)- amp At~

0T

equal to the time-bandwidth product of the transmitted signal. The returns of each

PRF line must be compressed.

The item of note in this section is that the processing of our optical- path

difference interferometer data can be accomplished using a matched filter if signal

detection and relative signal strength data are the only requirements. The radar's
performance is determined by the temporal bandwidth of the transmitted waveform and

the spatial bandwidth of the azimuth or aspect data. The time/space data are

compressed from their measured extents by their time/space bandwidth products during

the matched filter process. If the frequencies to be processed are centered about

zero, as in (10), we are in a minimal sampling requirement format and find the need

for a minimal number of samples equal to the time/space bandwidth product of the

signal of interest.

'.

A 12
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-PHYSICAL ARRAY EMULATOR

The precedinq discussion deals with the after-the-fact processinq of data

collected by a coherent measurement system. However, the processes have an analog in

the form of a real array, as a real array can be built which will yield the same

* results. In this case the physical location of each element would be known. I+

need not he on a plane, but we will assume the elements don't block one another.

Considerinq the array as a whole, we want the energy from all elements of the

array to arrive at a resolution element in-phase (constructive interference of the

-. multibeam interferometer). Each element will transmit an identical wavpfnrm which

provides the desired ranqe resolution. The desired overlapping is accomplished by

providing the desired waveform at each element and then adjusting its phase and/or
time delay, relative to a local reference, to offset the path delay

kr (modulo - 2) or relative time delay to a given resolution element. This enerov

is scattered from the target and returned to the individual elements of the array.

Upon reception, the signal at each element must again be adjusted in phase or time
before it will constructively interfere with the returns collected by all other

elements and provide us with the full array performance. To probe some other

resolution element we appropriately readjust our phasing and/or timing at each

element and repeat the process and continue in this manner until we have interroqated

the space of interest.

In the SAR we have removed the time coincidence restriction and have combined the

two phase/time operations into one. Other than that it should be apparent that the

brute-force matched-filter SAR is an analog of a phased array with its elements

positirned at the measurement points of the SAR. Both are interferometers. The real

array is a real-time multibeam interferometer and the SAR, indirectly, is a multibear'

interferometer by virtue of its coherent standard for all measurements.

S
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PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

The preceding discussion deals with a single point in the field of view of thf.

radar antenna. In practice, we are interested in all potential target positionq ir,

* neighborhood of P as illustrated in Figure 2. We can reasonably assume that we can

adjust our antenna pattern so as to view all points in the area Dr X DA (ranne and

azimuth) as the synthetic-aperture length, Lsyn, is traversed. Thus, our

interferometer will collect data on all points in the target field of interest durinn

its travel through the distance Lsyn . We will now process these signals to determine

the cross sections of a target at each of the positions in the neiahborhood of

interest. To avoid considering all targets, we assume a linear system and consider

'* only a single target which is arbitrarily positioned in the field of interest.

We begin by assuming a brute-force processing of the data with a range

compression factor T BT. Thus, we will require at least T BT complex operations

(multiply plus add for the minimum of TB samples) to compress the range data for a

* given resolution element for each PRF line. We require a minimum of LBA PRF lines nr

*a minimum of

(TBT ) (L BA)  (17)

operations just to process the range component of a given resolution element. Tn

addition, we require a minimum of (LBA) operations on the data after it has been

compressed in range to accomplish the azimuth compression for a given resolution

element. Considering that we have

roolution elements in the field of view of interest we arrive at the minimal numhe-r

of operations per channel required to produce the desired image,

D D
r a

(LR , (TBT ), (LBA), 
I

r 1

T we assume TBT I and use (11) and (13), the ahnvp may he ipi imad ,,

]4
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a 6-/, 6\
*I. - 11 T B ] ( D

r a

required operations per channel (range processing clearly dominate-'). The number-,

became rather large for practical radar values, and has been fought for years. if,

in addition, we impose the continuous strip map condition

, 0 (;']
a- syn

we arrive at an approximate requirement for

(.2Ra? ( BT) (22

operations per channel per image.

Consider the followinq radar example:

'-- 05
R = 0.5 x 10 meters

S= 3 cm

r =lImir

= 1 .5 in,

D 10 4mir
TB = 2

i.e would require approximately 10 operations per channel to produce an image of an

,r" wof ri 3 aproiat0 4
Do area of (IC? x (10 ) meters squared. The minimal synthetic- aperture length woihO

LP 1000 meters or about 5 seconds for a platform velocity of 200 m,,sec ( 0.7M).

I% ' hus, we see a basic minimal sinqle-channel processinq requirement in excess of 10l (

rpraions per second for a real-time strip map.
I

Prncpssorq for synthetic aperture radar data have evolved alor,q the line n&

lI ranap and azimuth processinn. Part of this may hp npticallv driver.

r
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%Hcwever, we can see a rationale for this by considering the matched filter for th(

point P' illustrated in Figure 2. The point is assumed to he in the field of

interest and its ideal matched filter would have the form

'-i < ' i2kr'

e =e i r

-or the siqnal form

"(r ) -i2kr'

Ke.rllected along the data collection path. Lookinq at the filter form, we note that

- athematically we may represent. r' as

'" r' + +r + .-.w.,r' = r 0 X t  Ixt 
+  + ....,',, , -- Vt (9

0r 0

whrp re is the distance to a reference point in the radar's field of interest. If

the higher order terms can be ignored, the matched filter for off-reference-position

D-int, in the radars field car be viewed as linear, target position dependent, and

.ertujrktions from the matched filter for the reference point. Whal this implies
hal "he processing can proceed hy first filterinn all data along L usinq the

-,' • Pv

-'q aC ed fil +pr for the reference point. The residual data car +hen be prcies~ed 'r

4,. nome mannr to sort out the desireH information for the other points in the
0
.- nPinhhn-hood of the reference point. We will look at somc historical inplener ; irv

hKrlijw, but le*'s first look at some general limitations of the implied range-azinm;s

,sideir,g ranqe and cress-ranqe coordinates, we see - -,nal frti

--,', aspect, aS in Fiqure 3, wv.tuld have i riatched qi +er form3 ,xia ,

% % N .
i "°

*4-4' .
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-'z (- H) r + xt  r Yt
'.":; 'x t ' t '

.1From + e the form would approximate

Hr' (?H) r + -r' x t rt 1y:

X rr+
t ,, r Y t r

As pointed out by Brown and Fredricks [4] the residue phase can be processed in a

range-azimuth (rectangular) sequence so long as the xt  and t

representing a target position X t deviates by no more than one-half a resolution

- element as viewed from various aspects. Likewise forYt and yt The most chance

occurs at the edges of the field, and for a given Ae we can impose the

field-of-view limitations

0

D
A e < 6 (29),

2 a

and

D a)( )A < 6r (30)

Using (13), the above become the expressions of Brown and Fredricks [4],

2 X D2 r
a 4

and
,a.a

..- r~ XD

0>

"..*r a 4

19
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%'

- Returning to our consideration of sequential range-azimuth processing, i.e., we

first process the returns in range, and array the data into range bins for subsequent

azimuth processing. This involves compressing the returns with a matched filter for

Pach range bin or

D

(TBT) (_r)
r

operations per PRF for a range swath of Dr. This range processing may also be

accomplished in an analog fashion with a dispersive delay line operating on chirp

signal, a tapped delay line for other signal forms, etc. inder this condition we may

treat Dr as 6r  and (31) becomes

AS
2 ra >

and a not too stringent requirement for reasonable resolutions. However, if we look

. at (32) and impose the strip map requirement Da > Lsyn we arrive at

A.DAL 2
> a > y AR X (

r a 4 4 8a
a

or

22 AR6.-.> ( 6
a6 r> 8

This latter condition can easily impose resolution values in the meter range for the

assumed sequential ranqe-azinuth scheme of processing. We can contrast this to an

-dnll point-by-roint matched filter where we may only limit the half anqle to perhaps

Y. (because range and azimuth data provide the same resolution characteristic at

9C,') and can obtain limiting resolutions on the order of W P e need not concern

n(4rselves with the whys of the above limitations as we will later look at prncedurps

to overcome them. They can be explained in a number of ways. For now let us Innk at

6rw prncessinq has evolved.

20
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Rad, ,r data was initially processed optically by recordlnq data on fi im in a

sca1Q. ranaf-azimuth format. Optical processin allows compression nf widehani chi,

si,2,-als with qood range resolution and with azimuth resolutions on the order of those

indicated in the above illustration. The most successful procepssnqs have been those

maie with the data formatted for the tilted plane processor r5l. While GptiCrl

prrressing has many nuances let us leave it at this point and go bdck to nur

description of the data form and the digital processing implications. We will rntirn

*r a discussion o' optical processing later when we make use Of the 2-Pl Fr,ur',2-

*fanform property of a lens.

',,, us cons ider he r the data contained in a range bin of extent t as

iusrated in Figure 4. We simultaneously collect the data for all target posi-m.r-

-[ 'n -his ranoe bin along the synthetic-aperture length t.svn.

..he matched filter fnr ar; arbitrary point x in this limited field is

It

i2kr'

Ae

.*

2  2 112,'. r' R2+ (x-Yt 2 ]
!'

* Fnaniing r in a Taylor series about Xt = 0 we have

I- + jr' xxt* xt  xt  = r r

xt=0

Pcr'eK 
.  7 !n* fFr t o no DOt approxi nates

xx
"-" i2k~r - -

x t

.- 'c
Ie

" . " " " " " 'I . " ' " " ' ' ' " " " " " " " - " - " " ." - " ' " . ."
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Rather than implementing this filter for each X let us look at the phase residue

after the matched filter function for the point Xt  0 is removed from all data in

The range bin. This operation leaves a residue

XX
i2k (

A e r
Ate

t he p r-oce ed. Note that samplina considerations have net been explicitly

,oddressed, 5ut we assume sampling is adequate. The PRF (azimuth samplini) of the

radar ma', be alected hy the particular hardware implementation splected, as will

,hiroc ' ke presumino during data processing. Here we are adcre sinq the minimal

processing requirements of some optimal data collecting imvhnentation.

% TIf we 1ook at (41) we see the residual signal retairs a bandwidth of

B 2 2 ( _2-n radians (4?res ( x' I r,, .. ? x 0 'ro

max

,For Max = L syn/2. This implies (L sn/6a ) samples and processing operations for

each of the (LSyn/6 a ) azimuth resolution elements in the range bin of interest.
These operations come on top of the operations required to remove the reference point

-atched filter from the data. The reference point variation can he removed in the

araoq cortion of the radar. Digital removal of the central matched filter imp'if.s

'rnntinuous strip format)

* ( ) () )

-p-ration. to vrocess the azimuth data in each range cell. Thf-e azimuth operal ions

.-rp in addition tn the

.. VT (

04-

-. s .

..Q*t*,
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operations required to assign the data to appropriate range bin. Tne minimal number

of operations for our channel strip map for this case being

(Operations/range bin) x (# of range bins)

(I +-L + TB L

aa r

The form is different from that for the brute-force case as are the number of

-operations. For our radar example given above, Ly willidnirate TBT and the7

range-processing requirements become insignificant relative +o a7zmuth processirq,

with the result that we now minimally require approximately

L. \ o (46)

operations. We have actually increased the required number of azimuth-related

operation, but have reduced the required number of range operations by treating

' (L/5 ) azimuth elements as though they have the same range filter, i.e., always lie3

in a single range bin. The original brute-force example, a direct implementation of

the mathematical matched filter, assumed each resolution element required its

unique range matched filter. With the azimuth processing a dominate factor, we can

conceptually explore reducing this load more.

If we return to (Al1, we see that for small I ( r a weak function of x) the

rpsidue function for a signal in a given range bin takes the approximate form

i2k xx t
A e -2k t

wherp D is the broadside ranqe to the tarqet in Figiire 4 It may hr a mpan farqp,

Cargfw for other squint angles. The residual sianal approximates a constant spatial

trPqju'rr with the frequency proportional to the target position X The desirrd

prncpgnirq is a spectral analysis which car be performed hafchwise using an FFT

24
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t 2 A 1 0 rl !:) t'li t P I 7 JC

n.*mu- , Wat wid~ 7flj nuere of azmt oprt

WI r""P Pr)-s-e( with' anFF integri r powe of , and perom vhalu nera~ r rv.,

Trw 1 b~ i''e Prqrs~ravth ar fficuinhy thfereuted airt channelsn opertions rr o

'ri~ter 4, remo)v-d f'r' i data in a range bin leavi ng an azimuth data rc'rldue wh i 0,

-he prorrsed wi th an e'f icient al gori thm. A similar efficiency for the range
S., may he pnrit[,Iated i," +he ranne data were in a form' which rrould he proresc-ed hY

ir'~ralaniiys. Th-n is the data frrni produced when the "fs~'tech-nique

'~'s~icd[v '~:~K ser'piorl.

-'" 'f rpo rpeturn crnm a tArrqet point at. range r'

5'(5
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i2:;  (t - 2r) ,(t - 2r) I

* rather than the fixed freouency reference implied in all previous llrustrations The

result is a monotone video signal whose frequency is dependent on +he difforential

range $r'-r). This signal has the parametric frequency form

V i 2-o r t..
C

The transmitted F T is T rd a resolution c/2BT 'an he produced. The procpsi ng of

these signals is a spectral analysis and an FFT may be employed. We are now

considering the data from more than one range bin and the range swash imposed

limitation (31) may come back into play. Brown and Fredricks were workinq with such

chi-ped siqnals and the rntarv table SAR emulator at the Willow Pun Laboroforips (now

E:M) when their paper, referenced above, was published.

While we may, on the surface, now anticipate more reduction in our processing

load, the rance data structured as above and implemented with an FFT requires some

tradenffs. We recall each PRF required

(TBT, r5

brute force range processing operations to rompress the data and assign it to one n

i ) range bins. We operated under a swath-width constraint with the lorm

2 5
I a

and were quite happy. Processing this modified ranqe data with i r,l.-i I

* ourier-transfnrm will require the same number of operations. However, we would i~e

tr ,xplrit the FFT algorithm's efficiency in our ,pectral analysis. This comrc At a
rIr

............................................

* ... -* . * * ' . ... -..",. --. *~* -. **...~. ..
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'oTB p roduc t of the i nPUt s ignal di ctates the, minri malI s i zr nur F In tfle

e aL. e we a~s'.zrTed 10 for a TB product. We could imp] e'uerit 3,-;, nt Fj 1

r~( with :of-Ir-S. The procfoosinq would separate data into 9? nn-me!ntpr'r arQ h

ri~ -- ~~,wath apFq" i PH to (~~does not impac-t our des i red ?

res rl r Tiprb , tha~ we have been forced tc con,, 4 ocr - i w r Yi(,

,WVtr! ,Nbr- ~ ~productsf jre employed. For our model radar wc w')uld v

F" PK;pa ra to .. wi rh each representi nq an appropr~afo rqe~ de l
-r~~ ; f% proceed arid noteF that we now require

,ci nn ra f- -,r, f qr Pach of s ubswat h, of wi dth TPT- For (a~7

009

r

e, a r* rather cur'orus result says that the procesclna load goes, down 1'; w-
-orrp-1cse t he TR produ-t. We do indeed reduce the processing burden to the limit of

~r T '~E2= However, we have shifted the burden to an extremely complex

lha -rr'bab 1\' could no-t he implemented.

~'n ~ckr~ inial .n. s in the above, we find (3' 1 ir~tRc

~(, ,'.o Pvrxairpie numbers assumed)

'o- lh-r wn'11d be about IF), rlfoer'. ?(t 1;; se oCt T '8 m

41*6 ~ 'Vr , ;:1 c~jhth 128 !T1PtPr,, 'Fcr thf, aq-uri'd ranigo' rcolu t io We woulId

'- -- I 0ina rcl o and

.
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/oi, <12g) D 7 ')r

r r

ranne )rocessin O rprations. This number is not a let dif+er-rl he brre-'r rc

J / indicated -or the brute-force processing of an arbitrtrv "rT

s'cra , assumed above. This small improvement comes at the rxpe,:.on a .,r

implemertation penalty.

The above would se-t to indicate that for moderate resolutinr,, the zopao-a- t r

rita into ranre bins for subsequent azimuth processing car, a+*-,-rd sicri'cant

. rrocrI,'C e#iciencies over the brute-force approach to the ideal r;,tched fie,

nFeration. The azimuth signals in a given range bin can, in gereral, he additionaliy

"rma led and batch-processed using an efficient algorithm to affec
t even greater

overall processini efficiency. However, a formatting of the range data into a

,ir'ilar forr- for batch processing provided, at best, mixed results. We did not

%obsorvw fhese mixed results in the azimuth processino since they were not

articipated, and the space bandwidth product processed was only that required to

orrduce the desired map rate, i.e., a real-time strip map. While we may corsidf,r

break'inq the azimuth into small batches, Appendix A shows that this does not reduce

*. the digital processinQ load. There is a large overhead in the formattinq operation

- which was not visible in the range example given above as the complexity was forced

d hat V into the hardware.

-J

I

I
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~~ ~ ~~ "idray data was rnocci vrd *.-

r~ !e,, *'t~j P-, , and Fre-dricks 4i " dur e j r i

Co tenu'ator. T inc, 4 w f

'~~~~ rkrarqit~eeart i 170

1, ro rnz veu c i nr n o the chirp wavtrr Arid

en'~~ ~ the co--cept. The, ch rp wa vPo or7- prr;v ( ''"

' " K7f.but is rot basic to the cnncrpt. 0i *-+

r<' .. ' - -o later in +his sertion.

e'v c he ho hp polar format, consider thue tarqet re-fere, C;1A

r,i' -'a + inr Fi gure 5 . We as sutme thatf -arj ss (J( 1,sr'

in -p 'ijThbrrhocwd of thp oriole of an in ~rtial ly dof ined v+, a,-

r! ,: ,c*r1 o rcu', from a remote inertial ly determined pir

r +.l~ nc X Ih V piao The observation po~nt P and +heP z a x i c f i'

ie in piano which would intersect the (~y ) p Iano( a s sh owr.

.,,'e~ O- rangle 'with the v axis. The li ne-of- i ght di zt:-c Fror,.~

:,a, io in-, P I~ +h(, ir 4Frence point is denotedl as r , and irte-rsects thrc

+ r,, r m . n 'fsantaneors observation depression annie, Thp linE~f,--';iih

4m P rh itra yta raet pos iti on vx,)' dfn-n, d bvy

~~ 'e ~wwoit rr een a weird and un ent -ional S~~~ A +

-* ' * ~ ~ e~haddbasis system. Howeve r, f he re i s a r, h n 1

MI,) r C-'"' i- s t, d isIc uss imo qe "r,-mc be 1 ow . Frqr -n ' c

* r Th nrnrnal mv emen t i n ' he y+ d Yrn r r r, (1 ffl! F F

r- '4 e' do ti .1 vehicle. Using the c+r~a~sv',, l

r-H wi -P wlich we!;1 d c:orrespond to whV arn rhc:,rvr wul d -,cc

n# (4 ,lori on pIa t fo rm. Oin a d ir lIa V, ra r(;o may be i

+i f wh f-,r raqe at the top? of the- rji' ti>, 910( 'hr

nrj~"e I ft. in ai strip man modfo, 'he 1;.A(Ac wouild mowv,

~ 0 pl~; .5 r)( pr-ioods . n the, c.imo -anr.r thr, rm ':~..

4 r, f, r rm t he ( r, f i on l a fori.
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viewinq aspect, i.e., different e , and repeat our measurements. We have not required

rnni*nuous motion nnr a chirp. The only requirements are a knowledop n , , and,

a we will illustrate shortlv, the angle ' associated with eaci observation.

The reprrnre process outlined above is the removal of tho cptial-path data

representative of the point r from the composite of data collected. We have

eroved the ratched-filter data for point (0,0) from all data. For other scatterers

;,r the field c interest, we are left with a phase residue which is dependpnt on

•, d Yt Let u(c, attempt to characterize this residue.

- Expressirn as a function of r and the various parameters we find

2 1'2 IF
- ' ") (1Y ] '

r sin r cos . sin (.r Cos . Cos +04 t 0t

- Fwanding r in a binomial series about r0  we find

r= - X cs, s i n + Y COS cos n +

and in the paraxial approximation limit

.r-r ) -V [-cosz, sin Ox+ cos y cos 0y
t

once stated by Walker F8]; "The form begged for polar representation." The basic

polar parameters being and C with the . coordinate scaled by cos . In

Shic illustration, the angle coordinate e is not the conventional polar coordinate

a~ro] . We asurie that the data space cartesian axes correspond to those of the

radar space as illustrated in Fiqure 6. The data from any measurement made at angle

is cnnceptually formatted along a radial line in this data space at a radius of

<K,- Thp radial line makes the same angle 0 to the ! data axis as the

j lectini plane intersection made to the y, radar space axis. The data space

-irtpsian rnrdiea+rs being related to . and hy the fransformatiri

¢,< rer 5inns

32
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x d  cos Q sin 0
bd

and

Yd y V Cos U, Cos 0

,4e assume that the number of frequency samples along a data linp, ouch as that

llistrated in Figure 6, is adequate to unambiquollslv specify the ph.-.-e :-1 the

various range cells ol the radar space as viewed from that pe~spec t ivp. Movirn;g tr, g

new perspective will provide a new set of phases, and we also assume ar adequate

Samplinq in the a direction to unambiguously specify the change hetw-n nbserva irr

%rgles. If the measurements are made sequentially from a moving platform it shoulo

*." t- obvious that e changes and the data line will not he a radii in

* space.

Prnceedinq with our frequency and angle sampling of the radar space, we col 1d

% eventually (a week, a second, 10 microseconds) populate the data space in the

- neighborhood of ( cos.., 0 ) with individual target data samples representative
0 0

oF rrniruous signal with an approximate form

At e
i  EXX+

t [Xd xt yd Yt]

4
While perhaps rot obvious, this formatting to first order, removes the data wander rf

riuqrp 3 which concerned Brown and Fredricks. However, ranne and azimuth have IlO

their distinct relationship to data axes. To extract the desired cross-section
it, formtion, At, we may want to perform a 2-D spectral analysis as the annroyira+-

siQnal has the form of a 2-D spatial monotone. Each potential scatter position is

r~preorlted by a uninue 2-D spatial monotone. An effirient spectral analvsic whirh

w'1 l simultaneously extract data on all monotones of interest is a ?-D inverse
fLr ,r-trarform of the data in an extended aperture nf the lata space.

ecauso n - the form of a 2-D inverse Fourier transforr-, we can tran ,late oti- !i'a

S34
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a,.s refetence to the position, cos. (.), ), and. incur nr mnr h.

immaterial constant phase offset. The processing aperture may now he viewv.,l r.

shown in Figure 7. In this aperture the data exists as samplings of the

superposition of many 2-D monotones. The samplings having nominally ncrur,'eo ,

offset center radial lines such as those indicated. While the samplirq fnr.

into play in processing, we can view the signals as continuous and use

Fourier-transform properties to provide a first-order descriptior nr tho prnr....

..age characteristics. These descriptions will comprise the remaindr (f thi,

section. Processing details will be considered in later sections.

W f-- have assumed a linear system to this point and havr dealt with at, rhit-,- ' .

nositioned target in some neighborhood of radar space. We have def'rned the '6.,

rder characteristics of the residue signal which remains after its feriat~inc ir

particular fashion and have defined a processing scheme. Now is a corvenirn% ,

O consider we do not have one signal of the form (69) in the data aperture but a

corposite with the form

Z e 4,'-'.'-j At e -- [ d xtj + Yd Ytj ]

We car process this signal usina the 2- inverse Fourier transform with the re-ult

Si'. i "~ ( j e d t d tj

i!}-L • Te F dx i X Yd Yi ]d

-(ed i d ) dxd dyd

Tn fho above x. is aligned with x I and y, witr y, Interchanging the orders of

summatie and intergration we ouickly arrive at

'- ."x , /.) = F At.je i:j x ' li ')

T[r-e signal magnitude at an image position (x ,y)being proport.4onal to the, str-nqth

r-, the sional A. scattered from the conjugate geometric position in radr~r zpacf,

i.e., we have an "image" or map of the, scattered field amplitudo.
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--.

i, , Yd

:" limit of data

A "neighborhood beinq:':" considered

data lines

lx

Xd

Figure 7. Data Lines Within Processing Aperture
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In Practice the image is not a series of delta functions, but has a resolution

limited by a finite data aperture. This finite aperture leads to an image positiora1

uncertainty

Ax. " xt=~<

*- C

1* =" 2L

'- 4

where L(. and L(yv, are the data extents in the orthogonal x, and Y

data directions. If we consider the broadside case we have

C 
7

S2B Cos

and

#''" C

-.t 2(N cos AO)
20 co 0 G

where BT is the spread of frequencies employed, is the broadside depression,

is the center frequency and A6 is the angular extent of the data considered. The y,

resolution is (1/cos o) worse than the C/2BT indicated previously for an ideal

matched filter and is merely a reflection of the slant-range to ground-ranqe

relationship illustrated in Figure 8. The cross-range resolution is also scaled from

the indicated matched filter resolution (: /2A0 ) by the same

(/co-,o) factor. This may be somewhat confusing until we considrr that the rrevinu,

resolution, ( /2, ), involved the chanqe in aspect in the collection snac. Thr

.e ir, (76) is a change in projected space. For this example, the coiledlion I i . rn

37
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would have nnly viewed the target through an aspect of col . and our oriqio .,l

matched filter guidelines remain inviolate. The data collection angle change is less

than the formatted for any unequal to zero.

The above presented only a digital perspective for the processing of the data.

We have conceptually formatted or arrayed the data for a large 0 chanQe in an

annular-like strip such as that illustrated in Figure 9a. The discussion above

- centered upon the processing of a subaperture of this data with the processino axes

aligned with the format axes as shown in Figure 9b. The result is an image with an

(x, y) orientation corresponding to the broadside (e = 0°) view of the target. -r, a

first order the image has a form which is insensitive to the actual portion nf the

total data record being processed. The data may also be processed against any other

set of reference axis, for example as those of Figure 9c where the yd axis is alinrPd

along the direction. In this case the image will have a perspective of the

target area corresponding to the view from the nominal angle of the data collectinn.

The choice of processing axis is basically not process dependent, and the choice may

well be made for other considerations. Noncoherent addition of images to reduce

speckle may indicate a preference for the nonrotating image produced by the

orientation of Figure 9b. An image providing the observer a target perspective would

be produced by the orientation of Figure 9c.

The above would seem to indicate that we have eliminated all our problems and can

proceed to consider processing details. However, we should keep in mind a couple of

".j. caveats. The foremost is the actual structuring of the data into forms that are

useful in our conventional transform implementations. This aspect will be addrssed

in the following sections. The second is that we have only dealt with the paraxial

limit of the binomial expansion of r about r0  In practical terms we have

considered only the phase residue for points in the "near" neighborhood of the

reference point after removal of the matched filter, r °  from all data. Factors

which can perturb the neatness of the above are contained in the higher order phase

terms which were ignored. These factors contribute effects analogous to, but not

one-to-one, the classical aberrations of optics. Distortion is analogous and is

inherent in the terms of (65) which were ignored. The usual chirp spotlight

* . implempntation also introduces a distortion. While the chirp provides a convenient
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means of scanning a bandwidth in a known and regular manner, it doc-s disrupt nur

interferometry. The return from a point at range different from the refevrooce poill,

is offset from the reference frequency.

1 have, in fits and starts, been attempting to sort out these effects for i

number of years. The details are tedious and cumbersome, and as noted, the forr;s dn

not lend themselves to classical optical interpretations. However, I feel I am

somewhat near and this report may serve as a prod to go back and attempt to genrate

some sort of report which at least summarizes activities to date, and at best may

provide definitive insight into the influence of the ignored terms. The formc

considered in this associated analysis will also allow for rapid evaluation of the

influence of deviations from the ideal, i.e., velocity measurement errors, inrluenco

of formatting to aircraft anole rather than ground angle, etc.

40
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OPTICAL PROCESSING

lo this point we have dealt with the general collection and forriatting of rad-

data into a form where it may be processed to produce an image of the scatter points

- of interest. The primary descriptions of processing have been digital based. Thic.

section is included to provide an introduction to optical processing. The polar

formatted signal has taken a form which may be processed using a ?-D inverse

Fourier transform. If the data are physically mapped onto a coherent ?-D spatid

light modulator the signal phases will appear as 2-D phase variations nr a nominall

planar coherent optical wavefront. A simple lens will accomplish a 2-F)

Fourier transform and can be used to process this data from [9].

* The traditionally optical processing of radar data has not been of a

Fourier-tansform nature and a much more complex processor is involved. The spatial

* light modulator has traditionally been photoaraphic film with the data arrayed in a

range-azimuth format. A scaling in both range and azimuth is required to record the

data on reasonable-sized film formats. For a typical azimuth signal, (38), wp recal

the phasor form (37) represents a real video signal

t cos2k [R + t /2

This signal is amplified and used to expose a photographic film in a range bin

somewhere across the films width. The exposure is adjusted so that the processcd

film will have a transmission coefficient proportional to the strength of the

* recording signal, (77). If this processed film is illuminated with a coherent

optical phasefront, of sufficient extent to encompass the data collection lenqth, thf,

film will behave as an optical zone plate. The focal length of the 7one plate will

he proportional to R. Distance and wavelength sralings both come intn plav to scale

the 7nne plate focal length from the radar -ange represented. ",

41
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plate occurs at a position along the data track scaled from X The zone plate has

one dastardly fault in that both a real and virtual image are produced. A virtual

image reconstructed wave',ront appears to be diverging from a focal position hehind

the data film. A real-image reconstructed wavefront appears to be converging to a

focus in the real space in front of the film. The two images are a manifestatior of

an ambiguity of the data (77), i.e., it could have been generated as we postulated,

or in some other experiment where the sampled energy is converging to the target

position. In the optical processor this ambiguity is handled by introducing a

spatial carrier which forces the ambiguous images to propagate through the optical

train along different paths with respect to the optical axis of the processor and

allows the use of stops to block one of the images. The video of a chirp

transmission will have the same form as (77) and indeed a dispersed chirped- range

pulse can be recorded on film and processed optically because of the same zone pla+e

properties. The zone-plate property of a recorded chirp signal explains the

traditional use of chirp waveforms in SAR radars based upon optical processing.

nther waveforms do not produce smooth optical wavefronts which can be compressed

optically and the range data must be compressed before it is recorded on film. The

aforementioned tilted plane [5] processor uses a combination of a one-to-one

spherical telescope and a demagnifying cylindrical telescope to process appropriately

scaled radar space data. The processing is the 2-D focusing of severely astigmatic

signals.

The Fourier-transform (or inverse-transform) property of a lens can be explained

in terms of its focal properties [101. A lens will focus the energy in a planar

wavefront, incident on its entrance pupil, to a diffraction-limited spot in the focal

plane of the lens. The focus position is determined by the direction cosines of the
S incident wavefront. For a monotone such as (69) a linear film exposure produces a

diffraction grating. An incident planar wavefront will be scattered into the - I

- orders of this grating. Each order will be a planar wavefront which is focused to a

spot by the lens. Again an offset is required to separate the amhiquous orders

(imacps). In digital processing, the properties (f quadrature signals are used tn

remove the ambiguous signal.

- 42
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The nuances and limitations of optical processirr, are detailed subhlort' r

own right. This section has been included to provide an irntrodurrtrI 10 7h r,.

of optical processing and not to debate its merit. for radar procesOinq. To dti,.

F'lm has been the sole media for recording the data from a widc-ranqe swath. il; ?-

spatial light modulators improve, optical processing of radar data 4n real t<,: i-%

become practical. However, even as our capability improve, we will have to adr.rp

topics such as: the practical dynamic range, the accurac, rf thirs araloq proc ,

and the realization of practical apodizations to control side'obe levei. WP Ina,.v'

our discussions of the general properties of optical processinq aT t'is ncin'. ,

will return to it as an element in a hybrid back-projection process whi(J wiII ho

described later.

UU
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DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORMS

The ever increasing availability of digital processing power has lead to itf near

exclusive use in modern SAR implementations. The conceptual polar rata space r 'he

spotlight radar is no exception. In this section we will look at the mathematiri'

nuances of processing the polar-formatted data form and the motivation for var:rU

imrpementation forms such as the discrete Fourier transform, and its efficient

implementation in the FFT algorithm. The designation "Fourier transform" is use':,

a Toose sense with preservation of the observable characteristics nF I Friiripr

;irccess and not necessarily the precise mathematics.

e recall that our interest is with the extraction of infornation from da ,

-he -Psidue fnrm

i[w X + w Y y]
x t

whor- v are cartesian coordinates mappable via a polar transformation to ,he

r~da,""rquency and a position in radar space. The Wx's and Wv's in a ,ompns' r

siqnal are to first erder proportional to distances in radar spacr. To deferr'ir, 'h,

'trength of a return from a position represented by (Wx, 4y' we f '>,,

S-i[W x + W
Y . t .. xXe'- / l1 > '

* '.'e recall that this matched filter form is ideally limited te a small neiqhhnrhond

about some reference position. One can look at (79) and say that's a

"Fourier transform." Mathematically it is not quite, as we see a. rinus siqn in ,lv

ko, al which is formally associated with the inversion or inverse Fourier transfonr",.

I Alsn, we ideallv have infinite limits of integration and we are mis sq a scal,

* fac(cr of 1/2- [11]. However, all this is a "so what?" , t i the fori. of ( K '

*- s e interest. The result will have all the properties of- an apodi70

Frripr transform, savn fnr nPrhaps a scale fa(tor and/or an axis invw, iin, rh,

.' fctrr is nnt important as all taroep t - ar- tre ated equa1 lv ind r , ,' -v ' .

wil' rpmair. If the invrcion of axis is a problem, we ran wn, w *h the , h,.

44
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'ideband of our analoq IF chain and the phase 2k (r .r) It is n,t imporrart '{

(P0) is a Fourier Transform or not! We will illustrate below that ,l the

techniques developed for Fourier processinq are applicable to (7g) and its has-

properties are the same as those of a Fourier transform. Let's tall it a

Going back to (79), and for purposes of illustration considerinq nnlv rer

dimension, we have a signal form.

S (w) Si(x)e - dx0 1

We need only recall e wX serves as a good approximation to the ideally mat,-h-d

filter for one of the many possible Si(x) making up our composite ignal. The

mathematical descriptions (79) and (80) indicate cumbersome processes in which th,

presence of each possible signal has to be probed with a new "kernal" - 't

us seek an efficiency in a digital approximation to (80) by first notinq tha (Sr

is, in fact, a limiting definition of a summation process (Archimedes is credited

with the conception)

S 0o (w) = limit . S.x)e iWX

0 X.

In this form we have put no restriction on the .x's other than fhev all teed tn

zero belore the sumnation, , is equivalent to our integral, Alsn, therf, i,

also rr restriction on the extent of ignal. Now let's say we don't an to the ,

of (PI) and are happy with

N
(W) x(Si(x e ',..,x

0 X.

where N reflects some finite number of samples over the field of the sinnal,

.irst implementation imposition qnerally comes in the form of a rernular, samp, inij,

with the samplinq rate tied fn the froqupncy rontent of the signal In thF ide.l

'i-i+ )F minimal samplirn, we assume \..r have filtered and fnrria*td r sigr ,

ahsoluie, bandwidth B in trequene,/ 'pare into the zero cent)rd hand

,. %. .4.

A; A-

,, ',-0 -. , , ,. , . . , - - , , . - - . . - , " . . , . - " . , ' . .. . . '. ' . .' - . . . . . . . . ' , . - - , . , . •. . , . " ' . . . ,
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JB B

The maximum frequencyv content of any component of the signal is P/2. (The

* sorting of negative frenuencies requires the quadrative channel.)

With this formattino we can sample at a rate

.J

sample-

and satisfy. the minimal samnpling requirement of at least two samples per wavelenc+h

*of the hiqhest frequency component in the signal. At this sampling rate (82' berore

'-1

0 X = 1~k~ lx~jtx

where

1 B

and

N I -LB

x

The form of (M) has become a little more structured and we ma N/ Pls-o drop the scale,

factor. The minimal number of samples required is the space-bandwidth produc4  '

OgnThe but this minimal number allowed only with the signals in the band of (83'.

The aove is beginning to introduce some strCturp ivfe our estimation f V,

hut it remains a dious prncess. Let us nw see what we may ac(mnlrlish by

0.

,.- iotduainy ah mirnimur intoin theqspae.m For onea thist tw sanes h per wao iI'h

< of are lhite by requebndwidthpone in the signalr. At~ thi smv in rae(2feo
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; rt, i t , and any input frequency may on] y be deterj) i ,:e

because of our limited data aperture. Stated another way, for the form of ( we

cannot expect significant changes in the value of S (w) on a scale less than tho

qiven ahove. This being the case, let us restrict our frequency space, w,

irterrogations to regular intervals, with (88) the upper bound nn the lenqth of these

intervals. For our Oiqnal we can assume w = 0 is one position we wish to probe ar

may choose

w k

L

with the result (85) may be manipulated into the form

S (k,'w) Z S .(j -',, e N
0- j= 0

usina various of the relationships expressed above. Inspection of '92) shows it h,!s

a periodicitv of N with both k and I. These are manifestations of the process we jre

performing.

-et us consider the k periodicity. The signal Sn(k -w) is an estimate rf the

compcsite strenoth of frequency components in a subband in the oriqinal data s(,+.

Thic freQuenrv component, which is real in our case, could also have been the rpsu1

oa an inadequate sampling of a hiqher sional frequency. The process does not know if

the samplinq is adequate nr not, and for that mitter, does not carp, and will provide

" an output for all ambiguous siqnals which could produce the sampled data set. These

. arbth'rnus poss h itiPs are the pprindic repeats ,r w space. We know we have a

--" ,1 .TlmisPr 0(7a ane as suich only neec considpr N, interval nf pxtpnt

in i Ir-fquencv hand nf pxfPnt P. ; r ce', y ' , , .

[V . 47
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i into N bins of bandwidth With this sampling of data and frequency space,

. we see a need for a minimum of N samples in each space.

-:" The periodicity in ,j can be explained by removinq the summation ir x, while

retaining that in W. We now have a form

xi 2rxk

S (k:.w) = Si (x)e L d

In this form S (k w) is the kt h coefficient of a complex Fourier spries which wr.

can use to represent the function S.(x) in the interval L [12], i.e.,

ii
2Trkx

Si(x) = S (kAw)e L
W 0

futside T-he interval L this S (x) representation has a period of L or N X. Thus,

each interval L contains an identical signal, but again we don't care what the iqnal

outside the interval may be as we will treat that in some other p-ocessing, if at

all.

With this insight we see (90) provides us with estimates of the spectral con+pnt

of a signal, Si(x), at discrete points within the frequency band of the signal.

These estimates are in fact the coefficients for a finite Fourier series which may he

used to represent the signal in this interval. We have a limited number of terms in

this series, hut have seen mathematical proof that, for a aiven number of teris, a

finite Fourier series provides a minimum mean square estimate to Si(x). However,

we can't locate a reference at this time.

Cleaning up 90) a little, we arrive at a discrete form

S (k'.w) = Si(JAx)e -i -j jk 9)

j=0

40
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-which provides an estimate of the composite signal strength ir some suhhand

w of the total signal bandwidth. Expression (03) is denoted as a discrete

Fourier-transform~. The formti d-scussed above centered around N samples in frequ, r,

space. More samples may be considered with more processing. The minimal ca3fl <- .

N rplects the restraint phyqics (bandwidth and sample lenoth) places on 1h. ra..

change of S (w).

The complexity of (93) can be illustrated bY wr finc the N possihI f Crr

(k w) in a matrix form
"""S 1I- 1)l

"S. °

0 1
S (2)
0

k j

S0 .(N) S. (t)

ler ,,, is an x fN 'a tri x wi th elements of the form

.27 kj
Sa = e

The array indicates the need for N complex operations for each of the N possible

samples in frequency or on the order of N2 complex computational nperations to reduce

1hp data set. The mathematics of Coolpi and Tukev F131 and the efficiency of the F-7

algorithm can be illustrated by considering the forTn of (94) when N is a power n'

S-. In this case, the regularity of Fa,] and its modulo ? 7 insensitivity pertnits thr

* dianonalization of the matrix in log 2N stages. The first stage nf this process i-

the addition of row k to row k + M/? and the subtraction of row k + N,? from row k.

'h" resulting form becomes

S (2) kj

C!t --
• .1

,N ' (Nl) -, ,,'

- * 1.'- -
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where S (J) s are permutations of S s and S.'(j) s are now sums and, ."0 ' 0 1

differences of the original data signals. There are still N rows, but we now har

two arrav of order (N/2) x (N!2). Another stage of operations on the [a kil and

Fa kj7 residue matrices will result in 4 arrays of order (N/4) x (N/4). The proc,ces

can continue to iterate through log 2N such staqes, until only diaqoral elements

remain ir the N x N matrix relating N outputs to their unique N term wpightinqs of

the input data. The process exploits the fact that the N processes indicated in

, (94), many times involve cases where a given data is operated on by the same wpiaht-

*"- inas. The FFT tends to collect terms involving these common weiqhtinqs early ir, the

process and then fans out the result into latter staqes of the process. An N pini

FFT can be implemented with an array of (N/2 log2 N) Butterflies (Fiqure 10). A

Butterfly accepts two complex input signals and uses one complex multiply and twr,

complex adds to deliver two complex outputs to the next stage of the matrix

diagonization process. The total process being completed using the order of

0

N lo)g N
"" 2

operations vs the N2  indicated by (94).

The efficiencies of the FFT algorithm become even more pronounced when a

" t.:two-dimensional filter is desired and we have to consider a 2-n discrete Fourier-

transform form

N N i 27T (kj + lm)
S (kA-:, in: Z:) = Si(jAx, kAy)e ( 9±)

j 1

2 2
Here a brute-force implementation indicates N operations for each of the N possihi

permutations of (k,m) where each has the range N. An FFT implementalion is usuallv

in the form of a series of operations. The first is an FFT of one data variahle

(.i or l for each of the other variables. This is the analoo of sortinq the data

into range bins, and may indeed be a range-binnina operation for a qiven radar

processing operation. This still leaves N? input data points which are then

pr('cessPd with a second series of FFT',. with the roles of a lnd rrvprsd ,.., the

azimuth protcssing ol range-binned data). Farh ur q rce ronuprt

A -A - A

;i. /.'-.-'' -° _> A &~k~> 2~-'.
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Figure 10. Cornplex Butterfly
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q - log2 N.. 2 °2

FL.t.perflv operations, or a total of

N2 log 2 N

- for the complete filter. This compares to the N operations indicated "or d hrut,-

forcP implementation. The motivation to use the FFT algorithm is obvious.

Tr this section we attempted to provide an intrnduction to digital SAR-

matchpd-filter operations which take the form of a Fourier kPrnal, and oivw rise 1o

an indicated need for "Fourier-transform" procpsinq. In addition, we attempted tin

illustrate the order of complexity of a digital implementation of such a filter. V<e

%. illustrated the mathematical basis of such filters and efficiencies which can accrue

when regularities occur.

°.

I
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!NTFR PnLAT ION

in the preceding section we observed that the polar-formatted-SAR sinnals rev hFo

.rocessed diqitallv, employing a discrete Fourier-transform algorithm. RelativE V

--ficient FFT concepts may also be employed. However, the FFT implementatinns r(OP

with the burden of 2b sample lengths and more importantly the need 'or regular

samplings. For equal resolutions in range and azimuth, the data input tr a_-f

FFT-based process has to be in the form of data values at points on a r -ciular 0JF

rartesian arid. The data collection produced values which in general ruvI he r.9, ,'-

-spaced, hut are nominally along oblique straight and nonparallel lines, rpntprir(

the processinq aperture on some segment of the data produces the reopirprent nr

estimates nf the data values at points on a cartesian grid, given the data va upu

alnnq lines which appear to diverge from a common remote point. We assume tha* an

oversample solution is not valid, i.e., we collect so much data that each cart,-, -;,'

g point is assured of a data point in an acceptably near neiqhhorhood. .'e cnuld thPr

select the data we desire and throw the remainder away. Rather than brutP-fnrco,

lot's just assume we have only an adequate sampling in a radial line format.

i One method for the estimation of grid-point data is an interpolatiorn basod urn

the data form. To good approximation the data form indicates an inverse

Fnurier-transfnrm processing procedure. Thus, without stretchinq the imaginaticr *r,

'Far, we car say the data itself has the form of a Fourier transform of somethinq

which closely approximates the image we will produce. By placing a few restrictinris

on the data sets we can illustrate an interpolation process.

Consider the usual frequency-time Fourier-transform pair with a limited time

sample transform

T/2
e f(x)dx

-T/2

and i* r vryPrSP

6

0

-.

-- , ,- :Z'- .' " '., ,".",. .," -",'.-'.. .- .-" -".".' -"' ".. " .. " .- ' ".." "" '.'v .". :.- .' -. .. -', .- ':.' -'. ',-.',
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" ' f t : I .- -it
f(t) -T- . e F(..)dw '1l r)

kie have produced estimates of F(w) at a series of points wP may designate as wi, hut

we really want estimates of points we may desiqnate as ak9 i.P. ,we simply go back

and find

F - T/2 f(t)e ~k t dt 1in,
k- 

T/2

We may not he able to dn this physically, but let's do it mathematically by notinq

our sample set wj should all o us to estimate the signal w, icO crca PCJ he c

(drop ?7 weighting)

I.- i .t

-"f(t) - : F(.,j)e 3 (1o:

Wie havw v-ronstructed the source of the original data and can use it in

ln2 tn ir, d

* .,,/2 (,.j e 1 j te ' { Y (.)e A< it

• I t

T -
'i T'/

6 i 'k , /
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Ir principle, the estimate of F( k is a weighted sum nf all F(w,) samplec arrd >r,

the nrder of N operations arp indicated for each desired data point. As a practica1

matter we see that nnlv those samples within a frequency space resolution elorii

contritute signiFicant, re, the estimate. For adequate samplinq we would hdIV' twn

such points. i may ho nice to add more by oversampling at the video and let *ht-

internna"onr s',rve a ' resum, as well as a formatter function. Practical

implement1,tions obtain good estimates with only a near-neighborhood data set. For

two-dimensional data, the indicated interpolation process is

Snct-) T (1

rm 2 m

with N' operat4ons of each of N points in our minimally sampled case.

Ir one di-ensirn we may alternately choose to implement an interpolation prorns-

based on a Tavlor series represpntative of reasonably behaved data. le have data at

positi n (, nO whrro n is an integer. We desire F',x - ) where we can

reasonrh!y assume .. sing a Taylor series we find

X X

lr-- roroU-'r pstiniat ' ' nf f" f"', -r, at x. Treating the available data in a

"rIvI) .. nite dife'renc manner we have

(nh)
2

2! x

It is possible to write a series of finite-difference equations usino (lOs' anl"

obtair estimates of fhP derivatives of f at x with even more accuracy ac more n' -

neiqhhorhood sample- are involved. If a first- in, oe" a _, (. c e0.i':Ko

II.

S4
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Z f(x+h) - f (x-h) I'
x 2h

- and

f(x+h) + f(x-h) -2f(x) il1fx h2

We can proceed to estimates of higher order derivatives by considering more equations

and sample points. The extension to two dimensions falls apart for the radar case as

regular samples are generally not available in the orthogonal direction. We could

associate a unique h with each data point, but the forms become more complex. The

need for 2-D interpolations, i.e., consideration of diagonal elements vs sequential

.-' I-D interpolations to estimate a data point value, is nne of accuracy. The selectionr

- seems a matter of choice, and on the surface, appears to be a tradeoff between a near

neiqhborhood and somewhat larger linear neighborhoods.

The above is an attempt to illustrate that a data set belongina to a well behaved

process can be interpolated to another data set representing the same process. How

this is done is not of particular import in this overview of the cnncepts of SAP.

All we need to note is that our ideally formatted data indicated a minimal

requirement for

N log 2 N (11?

.-
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PACK-PRO,ICTION PROCFSSING

This section is included to illustrate a variation which may ho 4mreinrn ,,,

nrocess the data. The appendix details another. They are offered as iillucra' 1,r

and not necessarily proposed as having merit. Back-projection procorsinq 4,

basically a piecewise evaluation of an integral or summation. For *he cas, r',

interest, we can consider the 1-f or 2-Dl discrete inverse Fourier transforms. !n

; case we can break the summation of (93) into a series of uhintervals and

estimate the desired quantity as

S (ki1,) Z S (kA ,) 1
m

wherp I- :i< N. The quantities summed are the results or summinn suhntervail. (f

the range of I or

-i 2c
So (k) m = z S.(kAuw)e -k

where we designate the onset of a subinterval by j It should be obvious that wp
m

can do this; however, the implementation is different. 'mplementing (93) usinn r

FFT algorithm results in a rippling data-reduction sequence with the estimates

w(k ) appearing out of separate spigots some tii~ie later. The form of (113

illustrates that each subinterval provides a complex increment for our estimatpq wr

; ( >' ), as did each term of (93). For each of the k . of interest a data storf,"W
* has tn be established. The results of each subinterval summation is then added tP

the quantity already in store as a result of past subintervals summations. When ill

samples have been treated once, and only once, this sequential summation will

produce the desired estimate (112). There are no restrictions on sample lenqths.

The extension to two dimensions proceeds in the same manner; only now, the

hsuintervals can be viewed as subareas of the total area of the data space. Tn this

'ase we reouire a data store for each pixel in the final imane array, , * *, for what

we have discussed above. The data aperture can be broken into as many nonoverlappirr

suharpis as desired. The item of note is that the dat,a store and i. 1 i,, i K '

% 0,% %
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- norsih~e? The ir-ues are enginee-rina attributes of any implemrftitinn. A~>

* s he noice introduced by error-s in the process,; in particular, noisr ry

- rnepnus signali, which tend to be coherent and limit the potentialI cc V

-F~e theP processed data An example of such a coherent noiseP may he P -p

ponwer supply), comocn to many elements o' a phased array, when componen-s fc' eark,

-raV element have a path delay which is voltage sensitive. The auest inn- whi ch -

che addresed in back-prolection schemes center around how well a practia

* ~ npemrn*approaches the ideal of the iterative summation of (11?) or it,,-f

-rljnterpart . These topics; have their counterpart in diaital poesl where-

qr jifzalinn levels and *'nlinqs, have to be addresse ,d.
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The precedinq discussion has separated the basic phys;ical requilre:,inn

- rup, the eng inee ring concerns wh ich a ri se du ri ng anry i mpl emen ta t ion o f tr-r

* ~~~ ee' t-hat the physics of such a radar are those of a microwave ne-r-'

- atchped filter which can probe the data generated for the presence of l ~

- ional . The implementation requirements of such an interferometer are ea 'v

Pneci1Fied and are built into any SAP. There are no basic rnst rictions r n

w~veform or platform motion. The variations and activity in SAP rpnters rl(rr

implemenrtation of the matched filter, and it has at least been implied that 1h

- efforts are basic to a SAR. They are not.

'iwed with hind-sight, the development of SAP procpssinq techniques ms

have evolved more along the lines of available techniques and the means to oe>-~

1-he limitations of previous techniques. Initially all SAP data was optiral>,

,rpcessed and a range-azimuth data format was perhaps rather obvious. Jg5 d4 r7 t'

processino was applied to strip-mapping SAP's the range-azimuth formiat rema,,rr',

riowevpr, the azimuth data in any range bin was prefiltered so a batch process :rj,1

he used to simultaneously extract the data on all azimuth cells in a Oiven ranqi L,

-hi, afforded a computational efficiency since the same data did not have In he s

in many proressings as it is used in the optical processor, or as it would be wUK<

)rute-force miatched-fillter implementation.

Parge-aZimuth formatting has remained the mainstay of SAP processinc ronrpr+,c

nut. imposes rather severe limitations on top data space which can he processec i

hat-h mode as resolutions improve. These limitations were first pncoiorlerpriw~v

r% ,(rrients with the rotary platform SAP emulator with its f ine resol utian

r,1 aab 1i ty. Attempts to overcome these limitations prompted the polar forrmct;

h servafinr- of Walker. In the polar formatting proceduro the rltched inr'-

rP"-eencP nnsition is removed from all data and the residnp is cpnootua-'\

a ; n()ar format- for additional hatch processing. During the co1 1 ection rt c,-

* this rrmatindividual scatter points may move throuqh many re~tior c 1

-:'an'qe-azimutfh format becomes impossible. For points in the near rrirjhborhoc-d rl *hr

* -'-~ren(:p nnsition, the frequency aspect-angle polar-forrafted re~trhivz t ''

4 cr~*~r-P~itinunGI~ 2- spatial monntoner. Topoesr 'trr cl'

C f erra I nalysris of the da ta wh ich PY irts rn somep ,i~ pi .r ht 0

Z. % %
% tf-.. A..._~ A 'FA.L'..~d
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jace. Much of the present activity in Spotlight SAR centers on the digitai

processinq of this polar formatted data. The spectral analysis is rather nicely

accomplished using implementatiuns of the FFT algorithm. However, this aloorithm

*- comps with the burden of a particular sample length and regular data samples. lhe

[ FFT's need for regular data samples forces an interpolation from measured valuer

along polar lines to positions appropriate for the FFT algorithm processes. This

interpolation tends to be more computationally intensive than the final data

reductions with FFT's and has been the focus of considerable activity.

.hile the present focus on polar formatting, interpolation, and FFT aljorithms is

verv well based, the purpose of this report is to illustrate that these are not

* fundamental radar processes. They are processes associated with a particular

-approximation to the ideal and as such come with their new set of limitations. These

4 limitations are treated elsewhere. We feel that the report illustrates this positior

ani also describes the basic characteristics involved in various implementation

With the background and illustrations provided, a reader should be able to

separate basic physical requirements from engineering considerations. The concepts

* polar formatting are very powerful, and the use of FFT's to reduce the residual

data may well be optimal in many situations where FFT's and their overhead are not

nptimal. The concepts, approaches, and procedures nF this report may help to

r)hiectivelv access how best to approach the processing related aspects of a desired

SAR implementation and not have to blindly accept approaches taken in past

implementations, assuming them to be inviolate.

I)
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APPENDIX

Segmentation of the Discrete Fourier Transform

In this Appendix we will look at a segmentation approach tr the discre ,

transform illustrated by (93). As in (93) an assumption of reqular sampling

invoked. We will address the dicital analogs of the multiple local oscillator

radar, discussed in the section on Processing Considerations, which come aboui

attempt to introduce batch processing to the range date.

Let us go by (93) and consider that for some reason we are interested in only "

of the N possible estimates of S (k.iw) given• 0

N-1 -i 27,
S (k ) = Z S.(kAx)e NO 0 j =O-l

The above represents an optimal sampling of the data space centered on zero frequercy

and an optimal sampling of frequency space to extract all significant data. Let us

begin by assuming M is a power of 2 and the band of frequencies of interest are

centered around v = 0. The process indicates M x N brute-force operations to

accomplish the desired estimates.

How do we reduce this since we have an excess of data points for the band of

.requencies of interest, hut our sampling is driven by the input data? Tn our

previous discussions, the analog sections of the radar provided IF filters and

Pliminated the uninteresting signals before we considered the frequencies of

* interest. Filtering can also be implemented digitally, and we can consider the

. rpsult of 1umming b adjacent samples from a monotonic data set with a basic signal

oc rmn

1. iwt
A

where

65
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r-. -B-... .

-B BhetL-"2 27 2 hertz,-.

Sampling at a rate t =  and considerinq h samples beqinninc at tim. wr

arrive at a composite sum

b-I i[totmt]
'""S ' : e o.-

Performing the indicated summation yields

b- sin ") t<""S ' = e i . _2 st i n-A
,. .. sin -EAt

Note that S' appears as a weighted sample nF the original signal at time

t t + (b_- 1) A The weighting
2

sin (k t

s in (-.t

is the arrav factor seen wherever multiple coherence siqnals interface, 4.e.,

collections of microwave or optical sources which are arrayed in space and/or

frequency. The weighting is frequency dependent with peak amplitudes of b at

= n , n = 0, 1 1, ±2.
2

For '.T I/B we find peaks at mB. Our only interest is with the peak at Wv

as our maximum frequency is /~ /2. The 3-db width of the peak is approximately r.,

but the function (A-6) falls off relatively slowly and has significant sidelobhP

beyond B/b which may impact downstream processes.

W%
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Toi overcome t-1he filter sharpness and sidelobe influence the c amplec, crr hP

weighted in amplitude before summation (Taylor, cosine squared, hinomial,
Tchebvscheff, etc.). The result of these weightinqs is a sharpeninq n thr 4r+

of the array factor (analog of (A-6) for the particular weiqht'ng) and a virtimW

elimination of the sidelobes. These advantages come at the Pxppnpe of a supori '-,,

* of the peak amplitude (w = 0) by perhaps 1-2db and a slioh+ hroadPreinr( o +hP

bandpass to something slightly greater than B/b. We have created a filter which

DrPserves the strength of the signals in some band approximatina R/h ;3rd have

detructively interfered those outside this band.

Fur our case, (Al), we may want to do somewhat more than M of these prf,,toms
alono the data record length to provide data for our estimation of S

o
7 would be oversampling so that our estimates of the samples of interest ,;,1i,: 'lo+

have members too close to the skirts of the filter. To accomplish this, the blnrK

of data which are presumed, are separated by less than b At , i.e., leadina and
*railing samples are components of two presums. The resultant M samples mnv row
be processed using an M + point FFT which requires on the order of

U M log 2 M

operations. This may appear significantly less than the MN brute-force opera'inris
indicated. However, we have to include the presuming operations to see if wo hove

qained anything. If we consider weighting and/or frequency shift to basebard (in
n~reral our subband may he anywhere in the total bandwidth) we will require on the

order of Mb preconditioning or filtering operations for a total process approximatina

M [log 2 M + b]

operations. As Mb we may write (A-9) in the approximate form
[lg N - l og  b  ]

N b+ l.

The above indicates a potential for significant savings over a brute-force estimairh,,,

of the M values of So (k.w ) which are of interest. However, if our interpt,
0

really with the full N values and the filterinq was only ir .i'rpt 1, , t

67
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araloq functions of the radar, we lose. We would require b such prnceduros for *hP

'I total onints of k w. From A-10 we see the totality of operationns would ePx-od

.hP N InqN FFT operation indicated for the original data set.

This appendix has been included to provide a brief introduction to diqital

" 1ferinn and to further illustrate the power of efficient data reduction alonri+hP'.

cr the surface it appears we would like to condition the input dat, For the larqPst

possible FFT, or the total span of interest if we can build an arbitrary-sized FFT.

- only a small portion of the collected data is of interest, ilterinQ can provide

Pfficiencies. A tradeoff may be possible if considerable conditionina hs o

done on the raw signal, and the filtering operations can be incorporated intr this

orocess while incurring little addition complexity. We could be left with an N

print FFT with its N log 2 N Butterflies, or b, M point FFT's with N log2 M

Rultptrfies where N = Mb. This is an analog of the radar case where we iqnored thn

increased complexity of the analog sections of the radar and found out processirno war

-" minimized using the shortest possible FFT.
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